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An air-cooled internal-strut-supportedblade was investigated in a
modified production tmboj et engine to det~e the cooling effective-
ness of this type of blade design and the cooling-air ‘pressureloss
through the blade under engine operating conditions. This blade con-

k sisted of a finned internal load-carrying member or strut integral with
the blade mounting base and an attached shell that forms the airfoil
shape and insulates the strut from the direct effects of the hot gasb
stream. The greater part of the investigation was conducted over a
range of engine speeds from 4000 to 11,500 rpm and a range of coolant-
to-gas weight-fluw ratios per blade from approximately 0.02 to 0.10.
The expertiental results of this investigation are presented and com-
pared with the results frmn an analytical investigation of a similar
fiternal-strut-supportedblade and with the results of e~ertiental-
investigations of shell-supportedblades.

At operating conditions of rated engine speed, an effective gas
temperature of 1450° F, a cooling-air temperature of 450° F, and a

...4----

coolant-to-gas weight-flow ratio per.blade of 0.03, the stress ratio
factor (a ratio of the integrated masn of the allowable stress for each ‘
radial blade element to the calculated mean centrifugal stress) for the
strut-supportedblade was 3.06 as cmpared with 2.51 for an improved
shell-supportedblade. At these same operating ccmditions, the tempera.
ture of the strut of the strut-supportedblade at the 3/8-span midchord
location was 728° F and the temperat- of the shell of the shell-
supported blade at the ssme location was 1010° F. The strut-supported

--

blade, because of the lower operating temperatures and higher stress-
ratio factors, indicates
temperatures or at lower
than the shell-supported

8

.

prcxniseof operating at higher turbine-inlet
coolant-to-gas weight-fluw ratios per blade

.“.

blade.
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9?hepressure losses through the strut-supportedblade are within
the range of losses obtained with previously investigated shell-supported
blades~ however, the cooling effectiveness of the strut-suppated blade
is higher, for a given pressure loss, than the cooling effectiveness @
any of the shell-supportedblades previously investigated. Comparisons
of the analytically calculated and the extrapolatedmeasured average
strut temperatures showed that, at an effective gas.temperature of
1530° F, a cooling-air temperature of 200° F, and for coolant-to-gas
weight-flm..ratiosper b@de up to 0.02, the extrapolatedmeasured tem-
perature was a maximum of 60° F higher than the analytically calculated
temperature. The analytical method of predicting temperatures @ a
strut-supportedblade was therefore concluded to be sufficiently accurate
for design purposes.

INTRODUCTION ‘

turbine blade configurations
is being conducted at the
air-cooled blade designs

An investigation of various air-cooled
under conditions of actual engine operation
NACA,Lewis laboratory in order to determine
that will permit the use of noncritical materials both at current-
turbine-inlet temperatures and at higher twbine-inlet temperatures.
Previous investigations of a variety of air-cooled rotor blades (refer-
ences 1 to 9) have indicated that shell-supportedblades of low alloy
steels with tubes in the coolant cavity to augment the internal heat-
transfer surface area appear to be structurally satisfactory for cooling-
air to combustion-gasweight-flow ratios (herein called coolaQt-to-gas
weight-flow ratios) as low as 0.03 when aperated in turboje,tengines at
current turbine-inlet temperatures. Modifications of air-cooled tur-
bine blades to reduce chordwise tempera@re gradients by conduction or
film cooling showed little yromise of improyimg the uver-all blade
cooling effectiveness; consequently, other means of improving air-
cooled blades were studied. A promising concept of blade design was
derived from this study that indicated potentialities for operation at
higher gas temperatures and at lower coolant-flow requirements than
obtainable with previously investigatedblades. The proposed blade ___.
design uses a cooled internal element ar strut as the main support
member thereby taking advantage of the lower temperature.le+eland cor-
respondi.~ly higher permissible stress level in the internal strut.
The blade shell is attached to the strut in such a msmner that the shell
is required to support its own weight only between points of attachment.
An analytical comparison of this internal-strut-supportedbl,adewith a
shell-supportedblade at an effective gas temperature of 1530° F and a , .,-
coolsmt-to-gasweight-flow ratio of 0.02 (reference 10) indicated that
the main support member of the Internal-strut-supportedblade would
operate approximately 245° 3’cooler at the 3/8-spwI position than the A.
main support .mmber of the shell-supportedblade at a similar location,
thereby showing a.greater potential of the stxmt-supportedblade for .—— —

.

—
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application in turbines with higher gas temperatures. Because”of the
great improvements in cooling effectiveness indicated in reference 10, ‘ ,

4 an titernal-strut-supported blade was fabricated and ti.vestigatedin a
modified turboJet engine in order (1) to determine the cooling effac-
tiveness and the.cooling-air pressure -lossesof the strut-supported

.,-.

blade, and (2) to ccmpare the e~erimental results of this investiga-
tion with expertiental results of previously investigated air-cooled
blades and with results obtained in the analytical investigation of ~

m similar strut-s’upportedblade in reference 10. The results of this

8 irsvestigatiotiwere used td ccmpare the strength-carrying capacity of
P the strut-supportedblade with that of a shell-supportedblade, and to

evaluate the possibility of operating a strut-supportedblade at either
higher turbine-inlet temperatures or lower coolant flows than shell-
suppwted blades or both. Blade temperatures were investigated aver a
range of engine speeds from 4000 to 11,500 rpm, and the cooling-air
pressure losses were investigated over a rsmge of engine speeds from
4000 to 10,000 rpm. The gre@er part of both of these imestigations
was conducted over a range of coolant-to-gas.weight-flow ratios per
blade from

L.

approximately 0.02 to 0.10.

APPARATUS
.

Engine

The modified turbojet engine and the engine instrumentatia used
for this investigation &e described in detail in references 1 and 2.
There was only one eaerimental cooled internal-strut-supportedblade ..:,
in this investigation and it was balanced in the.turbine wheel by a
shortened solid blade of equivalent weight installed diametrically
opposite. For part of the investigation, a hollow uncooled blade of
the ssme profile as the experimental blade was tistal-ledon each side ~“~~.
of the experimental blade to provide more favorable flow conditions
around the blade. A similar blade Orieither side of the shortened
solid blade was used for balance of the wheel. For the remainder of
the investigation, conventional uncooled turbine blades were used in
the positions adjacent to the cooled blade.

:.-

Blade Design and Fabrication

Blade design. - The basic principle of the air-cooled, internal-
strut-supported”blade design is the thermal ‘isolationof the load-
carrying member from the hot gas stream. This isolation is accmnplished
by attaching a thin airfoil-shaped, sheetmetal shell to projections on

. the strut at several points and by passing cod-ire air betwe= the sk~ _ ..
and the strut. In such a desi~ the strut must carry the entire weight
of the shell in addition to its own weight. It was pointed out in

—-

preference10 that the best way to support this load W+S to ~stribute ....... ..
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it over the whole span of the blade. Because of the added weight of
the shell, the stresses in the root of the strut will be higher than h
the more conventional shell-supportedblades unless a greater taper
ratio can be built into the strut. The disadvantage of we higher
stress level in the stfit csn be more than offset, however, by the fact
that the strut operates at a much lower tenQerature than the shell of
the shell-supporte”dblades and can, ,therefore,safely pemnit high stress
levels. Factors affecting the msximum taper in the strut are the taper
in the airfoil, the cooling-air flow-area requirements at the root sec-
tion of the blade, and the need for pro.JecMons or,fins on the strut t:
provide points of attachment for the shell.and to provide.passages-for
the cooling air all the way to the tip section. A tapered airfoil would
increase the possibilities for amore favoiaple taper ratio in the
strut, but in the present ‘tivestigationthe--airfofiwtis”titaperedand
nontwisted so that heat-transfer results coQd be compared with similar
results obtained on previously investigated blades reported in refer-”
ences 1 to 9. Additional cooling fins on the strut, which are not in ““-
contact with the shell, help to reducethe strut temperatures. Taper-
ing these attachment and cooling fins woultielp to reduce the root
stresses on the strut, but because of the difficulties in fabricating
tapered fins untapered fins were used @ this e~erhmtal blade.

.—
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Because of the nature of the test apparatus available for this
investigation, it was necessa~,that the blade have”a”serrated mount&
base and that the cooling air be introducedthrough the blade base. ~
order to.m.eetthese requirements, the strut had to be supported on-the
base ir-such a manner that the cooling air could pass through the blade
base to reach both sides of the blade shefl.

In view of the preciously mentioned requirementssmd desirable
features for an internal-strut-suppartedblade, the blade shown in
figures 1 and 2 was designed for use in this investigation. The strut
and shell sre shown before asse?iblyin figure l(a) sud after assembly,
in figure l(b). A chordwise crass-sectionalview of the blade profile
at the raot appears in figure 2(a). The outside profile of the shell
is the sme as that of configuration A of reference 9 and is shilar to
the root-section profile of the turbine-rotor blade for the engine in
which thiR investigationwas conducted. A spanwise cross-sectional
view of the blade appears in figure 2(b). Cooling air, which is intro-
duced at the base of the blade, floWs”radially outward between the fins
on the strut and is discharged at the blade tip. Thus, the strut is
surroundedby cooling air except along the edges”of the fins in contac-t
with the shell. In addition, the inside s&ace of the she~” is cooied
by the air flowing past.

r
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The main body of the strut is tapered.spanwise from a midchord .

thickness of 0.20 inch at the root section to a midchord thickness of ‘ ‘“=
0.04 inch at the S/4-span section where it ends. Integral with the m& “– ““”,- *

.-

-1
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body of the strut are a total of 38 parallel radial.fins distributed
chordwise along both sides of the blade as shown in figures 2 and 3.

J.

8

5-”

d Fourteen of these fins are 0.040-inch thick smd are in contact with ‘the
blade shell for their entire length. Twelve of these fins exbend the
full.span of the blade. At the 3/4 span, the strut ends and the 12 fins

J

cotiine in pairs to farm 6 fins exted.lm.gfrcm the suction to the pres-
sure side of the blade. The remaining two fins, located in the trailing
edge, extend only to the 3/4-~an section. The shell is attached to
the strut on the edges of these fins. The remaining 24 fins, which are
0.020-inch thick and qxtend”frcm the root to the 3/4-spsn section, do

-.

not touch the shell except for a l/4-inch lengkh at the 3/4-s~an posi-
tion. These fins serve only to increase the heat-transfer surface of

.

the strut.

A chordtise slot on each side of the blade base introduces cooling
air from the supply tube in the wheel through the blade base to a plenti
chader in the top of the-base platform. This chsziberaids in the dis-
tribution of the cooling air to all parts of the blade. The top of this
chsmber is covered by a cooling cap (fig. 2(b)) which is welded to the
blade base and to the blade shell at the root section.

This blade was of the same general design as the blade analytically
developed in reference 10.

Shell attachment. - One of the problems.associated with the strut-
supported blade design was that of attaching and supporting the hot sheu ..__
on a cool internal rneniber.The points of attachment between the shell
and strut had to be sufficiently strong in order to transfer the load of
the shell to the strut. However, because these points of attachment
were also paths of heat conduction into the strut, the contact area had
to be as small as possible to minimize heat transfer to the supporting
strut● The most expedient method of fulfilling the requirements of this

.—

attachment problem was spot-welding intermittently along the spsn.

The spot welds sre subjected to thermal loads because of the tem-
perature ~adient between the strut md shell as well as the centrifugal
load of the shell.- Therefore, a calculatim was made to determine the
magnitude of these loads assuming 14 chordwise mws of spot welds along
the span as shown in figure 2(b). These rows are numbered consecutively
from row 1 near the root to row 14 near the tip. The simulated operating
conditions for this calculation were rated engine speed (11,5~ rpm) and
gas shell and strut temperature distributions as shown in figure 6 of
reference 10. The details of the method of calculating the thermal
forces sre given in appendix A. The first calculations were made for
14 spot welds per row expect for roys 12 to 14 in which there were.
12 welds per row, giving a total of 190 spot welds on the entire blade. . - -
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The calculation showed that the maximum.thermal force occurred at the
row nearest the tip and was 70 pounds per slot weld. With the assump-
tion that each row of spot welds carries a strip of shell 2 inches ““
wide, the center of gravity of which is at the ssme radial position as
the row of spot welds, the maxlnmm calculated centrifugal load per spot
weld, which qlso occurred in the row nearest the tip, was 28 pounds.
Therefore, the maximum total load on a spot ‘weldwas 98”pounds and
occurred in the row of welds newest the tip of the blade.

7

..;

.
.-==k“

—.— .
-.

.“- _ -
:--.

In order to judge the adequacy of the spot welds under such loads,
u experimental investigation was made of the strength of the spot welds “g

joinhg samples of the strut ad shell material.sin an arr~ement sti-
la.rtothat found in the blade. The best ”resultsfrom the standpoint of
msxhmxn strength Snd minimum dimpling of the shell were obtained with an
electrode diameter of 1/32 inch, a welding force of 15 pom&; and a - “--“ “:=
welding machine setting for high current fldw. Shear-strength values_ ..
obtained with this technique ranged frum 100 to 175 pounds per spot wqld _ :: ‘::?

___

at room temperature and frcm 95 to 120 pounds per spot weld at 1000° F. .->.—,

These results Q@cated that the last row of spot welds under a
calculated shear.load of 98pounds would be operating very close to the J“

stress level at which failure would occur. Because this row was assumEd .:
—

to contain only 12 spot welds the occurrence of a faulty weld might have “ “w=”
caused failure of the row and subsequent progressive failure of the spot
welds all the way down the blade. In order to avoid this, the number “
of spot welds at the eleventh row was ticreased to 38 by spot-welding- “: “-’‘-=
to the 0.020-inch thick fins as well as to..the0.040-inch fins (see
fig. l(b)).

—
A calculationwas then made assuming failure of all the : ~~

spot welds inrows 12to 14. Thfs resultedin a total shear force of
65 pounds per spot weld in row Il. This maximum value of load on the “. ‘~
spot welds was cmsidered ssf’eparticularly with respect to the greater
number of spot welds in the rcw exposed to.the load. Additional Cd.- “- : ‘::;

culations showed that the shell could supP”Ortits own weight from row 11 .“,.~
outward.

.-.
.-
.—

As a resultof the experimental.strength investigation and the -1

analytical stress calculations on the attachment of the shell to the -.=

fins of the strut with spot welds, a final spot-weld pattern consisting
.—.—

of 14.chordwise rows with 14 spot welds pe~ row in rows 1 tolO,
38 syot welds in row 11, and 12 spot wel”tiper row in rows,12’to 14, “-a “-=”=
a totsl of 214 spot welds on the entire blade, was evolved for use in

.. .

fabricating the internal-strut-supportedblade. Some simp13fied models _ _:
of the airfoil portion & the strut were fitted wit’hshells by use of
this spot-weld p.atternahdt~e assemblies were tivestigated static~lY
under conditions of temperature--difference-betweeiishell and strut in
order to determine the strength of the shell attachment under shulated “i

thermal.loads. The results of this ~’vestigation indicated that large
— ‘-

temperature gradients caused failures of a“-few”spot.weldsin the last- :-.+!-:

—. —
l—”
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one-qparter span, as had been anticipated, but in the remainder of the
blade the spot welds held successfully. Centrifugal forces due to

● rotation would increase the possibtity of spot-weld failure, but
because these forces are small in comparison with the the-l forces,~
spot welding ti the manner ~retiously specified was concluded to be
satisfactory for attaching the shell to the strut.

Fabrication. - The fabrication of this blade was accomplished in
sn experimental manner snd not by methods that would ordinarily be used
in production. This type of blade, however, should easily lend itself
to a nunber of conventional productim-fabrication techniques such as
casting the--integralstrut-base section or by brazing spanwise lamina-
tions to form the strut-base section. Further development of the basic
design, however, will be necessary before this blade could be reproduced
introduction quantities by economical methods.

In making this”blade, the strut and base were machined integrally
frcnna bar of SAE 4340 steel, a material with about 3 percent critical
metal content. Timken 17-22A(S) alloy steel wouldbe a better material
for the strut with respect to strength at high temperature, but because

* of the unavailability of this material, SAE 4340 steel was used for this
experimental blade. The profile of the inner surface of the shell was
cut on the bar and the fins were formed by milling parallel spanwise.
grooves of var@ng depths frcm the root section to the 3/4-span section.
A depression was machined in the top of the base and the two cooling-
air slots were cut in the base to form the cavity for the blade-base
plenum chamber and the cooling-air entrance through the base, as shown
in figure 2(b). The strut and rough-machined base were then heat-
treatedto a hardness of RockwelJ C-25.

.

The shell was made of a 0.018-inch thick Inconel sheet that was
rolled into a tube, filled with waX, and die formed to the proper pro--
file similar to the method described in reference 11. The cooling cap
was cut from 0.060-inch Inconel sheet to the size of the blade base
platform with a cutout the shape of the shell profile. The shelL and
the cooling cap were welded together, and the shell, but not the cool-
ing cap, was then split spanwise at the leading and trailing edges so
that it could be welded to the “strutat these points. The cooling cap
and shell were slipped over the strut and the shell was spot-welded to
the strut in the msnner described in the previous secticm of the report.
The leading and trolling edges of”the shell.were thsn heliarc welded
to the strut, and the-cooling cap was welded to the top of the blade
base in a similar manner. The final step in the fabrication of the
blade was the grinding of the base mounting serrations.in order to per-
mit installation in the modified turbine rotor.

. ..

-.=-

-.

-.
—

. ..-
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Thermocouples for measuring the temperature of the strut at various
spanwise and chordwise stations were installed as shown in figure 3
after machining was completed and before assembly was begun. A sche- ‘
matic sketch of the blade and the thermocouple locations is shown in
figure 4. Aiattempt was made to measure a spot-weld temperature and a
shell temperature with thermocouples 1 md Z_~ respectively, at approxt:
mately the 3/8-span midchord position on the suction side. These two
thermoc.oupks failed.earl.yin the test running, however,”and no tem-
peratures were recorded for these locations. Thermocouple 3 was located
on the suction side of the strut at the l/4-chord, 3/4-span position ti
order to measure the temperature of the main body of the strut at this
point. Thermocouples 4 to 6 were installed.frcmthe pressure side of
the support member, but the thermocouple jumtions were located so as -
to measure the lmqperatures at the base of $he 0.040-inch thick fins of
the strut on the suction side. They were placed at the leading edge,
midchord~ and nesx the trailing edge, respectively, at about 3/8-span
from the root. --- —.

# ———..

.- .
.-—

---
.,

In addition to the instrumentation on the test blade,-thermocouples A

were installed at approximately‘the3/8-span position at the le@ng edge ‘: ‘-–_
on two solid ticooled blades in order to measure the effective gas ‘tem- —-

perature. The temperature of the cooling air at the entrence to the
. w“

blade base was measuredly a thermocouple in the air-supply tube at this
point (fig. 4). Details of the rotating the~ocouple lead system are .z
described in reference 1. -.

— .-.

PRocEm —

Expertie-ritalProce@re —--------.- >-

~e.procedure..followed in conducting the experimental runs on the
internal-strut-supportedblade in engine o~ration was the same as that – ‘= ‘<
followed-in-previousinvestigation of othex ILade-comigurations -

-..::...+

(references 1 to 7 and 9). Runs at engine speetifrom 4000 to 10,ON rpm ‘“ “-
were made with th-einternal-strut-supported.bladeas previously described.

—

‘The failure of an uncooled hollow blade adj~cent to the strut-supported - =
blade at-an engine speed of 11,500 rpm damaged the “strut-supported%lafi ‘“- ‘-
to the extent that approx&ately 1 inch of the span had to be removed at
the tip. After re~lacing the hollow uacooled blades with ccmrventional . ‘:
twisted solid blades, the investigationwa6”continued with”the shortened

,-.-

test blade and runs were mab” over a range bf engine speeds from 4000 - - ‘
to lJ,500 rpm. At each engine speed, the cooling-air flow, which was’ ‘-““ =
supplied from an external source, was varied, for the greater portion .U‘.
of the investigation, over a range of cools@-to”-gasweight-flow ratios-. - .:. -
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v
per blade from
ducted with an

* gave effective

c“.,. ..~ 9

approximately 0.02 to 0.10. The investigation was non-
adjustable tiaust nozzle in the fti-open position which
temperatures lower th~ the temperatures that would exist—

at rated engine thrust.

Calculation Procedure

~ Blade-temperature correlation. - It has been shown in reference 1
-,
3 *

that the relation q)=
‘g)e - %

is approximately a function of
‘g,e -T a,e,h

cooling-air smd cmibustion-gas weight flows for hollow air-cooled
blades, blades Wth inserts, and%lades with internal fins. (AU syul-
bols used in this report are given in appendix B.) In this”expression,
TB is the local temperature of the blade shell, Ta,e,h is the cooling-

air temperature at the root of the blade, and Tgje is the local

effective gas temperature.

A Unpublished numerical ex=ples using the anslysis of reference 10
showed that, when Cp for the strut was ccmputed using the strut tem-
perature for TB, only slight variations in the calculated values of cp

k.
for a specific spsmwise position were encountered when the values of
coolim.g-airtemperature at the bQde root ‘a,e,h and local effective

gas temperature were changed arbitrarily and coolhg-air and cofiustion-
gas weight flows remained constant. These numerical exsmples inficated
that for strut-supportedbladesj ~ was approximately a function of
cooling-sir weight flow Wa and ccmibustion-gasweight flow Wg as in

the case of the blade configurations of previous investigations of this
series. Because 1+ is more suitable tk ~ for plotting on logs- .
rithmic scales where the blade cooling effectiveness is high, the data
were correlated by a plot of l-~ against Wa/Wg.

Method of obtainhg data at rated engine speed. - In order to
determine values of l-q for the full-length blade at rated engine
speed (11,500 rpm), the values of l-~ for this blade at cotiustion-
gas flows corresponding to lower speeds (4000 to 10,000 rpm) were com-
pared with the values of l-~ for the shortened blade at combustion-gas
flows corresponding to the entire range of engine speeds from 4000 to
11,500 rpm at a number of coolant-to-gas weight-flow ratios per blade. J
The curves of 1-WJ for the fuD-len@h blade.were extrapolated to the
ccmibustion-gasflow of rated speed b~
length blade at the sane slope as the
shortened Made.

.

extending the curves for the full-
corresponding curves for the

.-—

-.
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Pressure loss through blade. - A method of correlating the coding- ‘ –
air pressure loss from the rotor hub to the blade tip that occurs when , ~ .
cooling air passes through the rotating coolant passages is developed
in reference 2. The value of the pressure-loss parameter

p~H~‘9[ ( w2rT2paH r
y!=

Po
p&,H,r - ~,r - 70.7“)]

(1)
—

g
which.is obtained for various cooling-air flows and engine speeds @ . __ ~
plotted against cooling-alr flow. In order to determine the pressure
10SS through the blade onlY, the c001@3-air. pressure 10ss fiOM rotor

-.

hub to the–blade base
ence 3] is subtracted
pressure 10ss through

(as ‘&terninedby stati; investigation, refer- .—

frcm the pressure-loss parameter, so that the
the blade then beccmes, .- .—

Equation (2) has
ences 3 to 7 in order

(2)
3

been altered from its presentations in refer-
to define sane of the variables more fully and to ‘.

avoid errors in the interpretation of the equation. The subscript r
refers to pressures and densities measured @r@g engine operation with _-
the turb3ne rotating. The subscript s refers to measurements taken ‘
under static conditions.

For very high heat-transfer rates, errors may arise in correlating
pressure losses using an inlet density because of the density changes
that occur through the passage. For such a case the average density
through the passage provides a better correlation. In order to deter-
mine if szierror was involved in the use of the inlet density rather
than an average density in eq~tion’ (2) for evaluating pressure losses
through air-cooled gas-turbine bla&s, numerical exemples were calcu-
lated frcm unptilished pressure:loss data fo?.a blade at static con~-
tions for a wide range of heat-transfer bates using both average and.
inlet blade densities. The error involved in using the inlet density
rather than the average density for purposes of correlation was found
to be small; “ccmsequently,the use of blade-inlet densities for cor-
relation of cooling-air pressure losses through gas-turbine blades
apparently is justified. Numerical examples using a value of ~ = 0.27
and pressures obtained frcm engine data have shown that for all practical

—
—

,.
r-

—.—L

—

@aHr
purposes the density ratio

‘a,h,r
can be represented as a function
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Of W* O*. The maximum variation with engine speed for a given value
of Wa was approximately &2 percent from a mean line through all data

d for speeds up to 10,000 rpm. Therefore, because it is more convenient
to measure the density at the rotor hub than the density at the blade
inlet, the pressure losses were correlatedby use of equation (2) where

—

we rot~ hub ~sitY Pa,H,r was substituted for.the blade--inletden-” .—

‘ity Pa,h,r.

Comparison of cooling effectiveness (for range of coolant flows)
of strut-supportedblade and shell-supportedblade with internal tubes.
In order to obtain the rektive temperature level at which the strut-
supported blade and a shell-supportedblade operate, a comparison was
made of the chordwise temperature distributions of the main support
members of the strut-supportedblade and an improved shell-supported
blade (reference 9) that was tube-filled to increase the heat-transfer
surface. The cmuparison of t~e temperature distributions was made with
the data obtained at approxhately the 3/8-span positions cm both
blades. The temperatures of the strut-supportedblade were obtained
fran the blade-temperature data for thermocouple locations 4 to 6

L’ (fig. 4) at &n engine speed of 11,500 rpm, a combustion-gas flow of
71.4 pounds per seccmd, and at values of coolant-flow ratios of 0.05
and 0.03. These data were extrapolatedby use of the relative tempera-

i ture ratio l-~ to conditions of effective gas temperature of1450° F
(at the lea- edge) .snda cooling-air temperature of 450° F (at tKe
blade root) which would approximately corres~ond to the temperature of
air bled from the outlet of the engine compressm. On the basis of the
previously mentioned numerical examples fran the data of reference 10,
this extrapolation methmi is considered to give good”appioximations of
blade temperatures under conditims of cooling-air and combustion-gas
temperatures other than the actual experimental conditions. This
extrapolation method was used throughout the present report.

The temperatures of the shell-supportedblade were obtained from
the teirperature-differenceratios ~. of refq~ce 9 for five ~ord-
wise locations. These data were extrapolated by use of the values
1-9 to the same conditions as the strut-supportedblade except that
the engine speed was assumed to vary slightly frmn 11,500 rpm in order
to maintain the coiibustion-gasflow constant at 71’.4pounds per secmd.
This combustion-gas flow did not occur at an engine speed of exactly
11.,500rpm during the investigation of the shell-supportedblade because
of the difference in the ambient conditions O? the two investigations.

.—

.-
—

—
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In order to compare further the cooling effectiveness of the pri-
mary support- member Of the st~t-supp~tedb~de and the ~proved
shell-supportedbl.ade,a cmnparison was made of the avera&e relative-

..-

temperature ratios 1-P of the two blades at the 3/8-span position -.. .
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‘*
over a range of cool’t-to-gas weight-flow ‘ratiosper blade at an engine .

speed of 11,500 rpm. The values of 1-V for thermocouple positions ““
4 to 6.were used to determine the average relative-temperature ratio w
for the strut of the strut-supportedblade. The q values at the five.

--..

chordwise locations previously mentioned in this section for the shell-
@supported blade were used to determine the average relative-t~peratu@ ‘“““- ~

ratio for this blade. ,+..

Comparisen of stress-ratio factors (for range of coolant flows of
strut-supportedblade and shell-supportedblade with internal tubes. -
In order to evaluate the strut-supportedblade on the basis of load- .

..

carrying capacity, a comparison was made of the stress-ratio factors
-. —

(a ratio of the integrated mean of the allowable hiade stress for each
..,-.

radial element to the calculated tian centrifugal stress) of,the
+nternal-strut-suppated blade with sm improved.shell-supportedbl.ade

.-

(reference 9), over a range of cdol..snt-to-gasweight-flow ratios per ._ ~. ~-
blade.

The stress-ratio factors for the comparismm were calculated in , . -:
the manner described in reference 9. The temperature data for bet@
blades at rated’speed (11,500 rpm), an effective gas temperature of “J””

1450° F, and a cooling-air temperature at the blade base of 450° F were — ““”~
—

obtained as explained in the previous section. The blades were assume=”
.-

to be ~de,of Timken 17-22A(S) alloy, a metal with a low critical- ~ ~.~.-:
k::

material content.

Comparison of cool- effectiveness (for range of pressure losses)
of strut-supported and shell-supported blades. - A comparison was made
of the cooling effectiveness of the strut-supportedblade end two shell-
supporte.dblades by using experimental values of the temperature-dif---
ference ratio P for the leading edge, trailing edge, and midchord
regions at the 3/8-span location for various cooling-air flows which
corresponded to given pressure losses through the blades at an engine
speed of -10,000rpm. The two blades choseii”forthe comparison were a
shell-supportedblade with 15 fins inserted in the cooling-air passage
(reference 2) and a shell-supported,reverse-flow blade (reference 4).
The reverse-flow configuration consisted of-a tube-filled blade shell
that was capped at the tip so that the air_that entered the base and ““
flowed through the tube inserts would reverse flow direction at the tip
and flow radially inward toward the base sd then out of the blade
through the spmwise slots at the IeaUng sud trai13.ngedges.

The 15-ffi blade was chosen for comp’=ison because It had the low-
est pressurq losses of any of the air-cooti”dblades previously investi-
gated and represented a desirable goal to attain or exceed with the
strut-supportedblade. The pressure losses for the reverse-flow blade
indicated the level of losses required to obtain effective film-cooling
for reduction of chordwise t~erature gradients; in addition, the ‘

-..
—

—.

.

...=

,-

.

. )

losses for this blade were the-maximm for
blade previously-investigated.

a given air flow for eny
.
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Comparison of extrapolated experimentsl and calculated average
strut temperatures. - In order to determime the accuracy of the method

$ used in reference 10 to analytically predict temperatures on an tite&al-
—

strut-supportedblade, a comparison of calculated average strut tempera-
tures from figure 7 of reference 10 and average strut t~erat~es based ‘-
on extrapolation of the measured values from the present iwestigation
was made at the 3/8-span position for various coolant-to-gasweight-
flow ratios per blade. The average relative-temperature ratio 1-Q

—

previously discussed was used to extrapolate the experirientaltempera-
ture data to the conditions of the snalfiically caltiated data (Tg,e
of 1530° F ad Ta,e,h of 200° F).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Scnnerepresentative results of the ~erimental tivestigati~ of
the strut-supportedblade are shown ~ figures5 to 9. CoWarisonS of
these results with those of other blades are shown in figures 10, 11,

-.

and 13 to 15. A summary’of the engine operating ccm~tions for the

L full-length strut-supportedblade is given in table I and for the
shortened blade in table II. The results and comparisons are discussed
in the folladng paragraphs.

*

Results ”fromInternal-Strut-SupportedBlade

Observed temperatures. - The variations of the observed strut tem-
peratures of the full-length internal-stfit-supportedblade at four
thermocouple locations are given in fiWe 5 for a rue of coolant-to- .- ..
gas weight-flow ratios per blade from 0.024 to 0.104 and a constant
engine speed of 10,000 rpm, the highest speed at which the full-length .-

blade was operated. As wouldbe expected, the temperatures shown in
figure 5 at any thermocouple location decreased with an increase in
Wdwg 7 or primarily an increase in Wa (as wg remains constant at a

given engine speed and combustion-air inlet conditions). The diminish-
ing effect af additional cuoling-air flow as the quantity of cooling
air increases is evident from the decreasing slope of the temperature
curves with increasing coolant-to-gas weight-flow ratios per blade.

.-..

The variation d’ cooling-air temperature at the blade root Ta,e,h
with the ccmlsm.t-to-gasweight-flow ratio per blade w~wg for sm engine

speed of 10,000 rpm is also shown on figure 5. The increase in Ta,e,h

with a decrease in w~wg was due to the fact that the temperature of

the rotor, which was essentially constant for a given engine speed,#
affected the smaller quantities of cooltng air more than the larger
quantities.
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A chordwise temperature variation at the 3/8-spa.mposition is -
obvious from a comparison of the temperature curves for thermocouples 4
to 6 (fig. 5). This variation is better illustrated ig figure 6 where
strut temperatures at the 3/8-span position”are plotted against chord
position for various coolant-to-gasweight-flow ratios per blade. The
strut temperature at the 3/4-span position is as hi@ or higher than
the temperature at-the 3/8-spap position for”a corresponding chord
location (reference 10). Therefore, the temperatures of thermocouple 3
at the 3/4-spsn position are tncluded in figure 6 to indicate the slope
of the cwe between the leading edge and.midc.hexedl?os.i~ions..-.,----....

Correlation of temperatures. - The strut temperatu~. data fv. .each
thermocouple location were reduced to the n&@mensional relative tem-
perature ratid 1-T and are recorded in talles I and II. A plot of
these &ita for the full-length blade against.c.oolat-to-gas weight-flow
ratio per blade (fig.”7) shows a fairly goo”dcorrelation.ofthe tem-
perature data on this basis with indications of a.small but general
trend of decreasing values of l-~ for the strut with an increase in
engine speed.

A plot of l-~ at thermocouple positions 4 to.6 onbo~ the.fu~-.
length blade and the shortened blade against..the=gine cotiustion-gas.
weight flqw correspondingto engine’speed at a w~wg value of 0.05

(fig. 8) indicates that l-~ for the strut of the full-length bkde
was always lower, for a particular thermocouple position and engine
combustion-gasweight flow, than 1-V for the strut of the shortened
blade. Similar plots at other v~wg values indicated the same trend.

The maximum difference h temperature between the shortened.and full.-
length blades at,l0,000 rprnwas.approximately 25° F. This difference
may be the result of replacing the ~ontwist~d blades adjacent to the
test blade with conventional twisted hladesj”or shortening the test
blade, or may be due to experimental error. However, the curves for
thetwo blades are-shd.lar in shape .(fig.8)1 which indicated that the
cooling characteristics of the two blades w<re “similarthou@ at M- ,==<_
ferent levels. Therefore, the 1-P curves for the full-length blade ..

were extrapolated to the combustion-gas lweight-flaw correswm~w to

rated speed (71.4 lb/see at 11~500 r?m) W CwariSOn with the Cor- : :“:-<
responding curves for the shortened blade. - .._..:..:.,_,-—.- —

Pressure drop. - The losses in cooling-air pressure in the strut- —

suplorted blade were determined $rom the correlation method given in ‘“~‘- .
reference 2 and described in the &T021ZZURHsection of the present report.
These pre~sure losses are shown in figure 9 for verious cooling-air.fl~s _...~ .-{:
per blade Wa. It-is evident frcm fiwe 9:that the cooligg-air press~e .

losses rise rapidly with increasing cooling-air flow per blade. “This b
trend is similar to that of previously investigated-blades. ..-

.

-...
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Blade structural aspects. - A visual examination of the strut-
supported blade after completion of the 10,~ rpm series on the full-

w length blade showed that six spot welds in the row nearest the tip had
failed. Four of these spot welds were on the concave (pressure) sur-
face and the other two on the convex (suction).su’face. At the the of
this inspection, there was no permanent elongation of the blade, buck-
ling of the shell between spot welds, or visible cracking in the seam
welds at the “leadingand trailing edges or around the base of t= blade.
Failure of a hollow unctiled blade a~acent to the strut blade at
31,500 rpm caused numerous spot-weld failures on the concave Surface of
the shell which buckled outward fran the impact. However, no further
spot-weld failures occurred during the oper@ion of the shortened
blade. At the conclusion of the investigation, the shell was pulled

.—

off the strut so that the condition of the strut could be examined. No
-e to the r~q pafi’of the strut was evident other tb OXida- “. ;~=
tion due to moisture condensation. Although the full-length blade was t
not run at rated engine .speed,its performance up to 10,000 rpm inti-
cated that it should be structurally satisfactory at 1.1,500rpm. Fur-.
ther investigationswill be necess~ in order to determine the ef$ects

L of rapid changes in temperatures on the spot-weld attachments.

* Comparisons of Strut-Supported Blade azd Shell-

SupportedBbdes

Cooling effectiveness (for range of coolant flows) of strut-
supported blade and shell-supportedblade with internal tubes. - The
improved shell-supportedblade with internal tubes (blade 12, refer-
ence 9) was selected for ccnnparisonwith the strut-supportedblade on
the bases of the chordwise temperature distribution and the average
relative temperature ratio because this bkde was the most promising
of the shell-supportedblades previously investigated. The comparisons
were made at an effective gas temperature of 1450° F (at the leading
edge), a coo~ng-air temperature of 450° F, and an engine conibustion-
gas weight flow of 71.4 pounds per second, as described in the PRKXIIIRE
section. The comparisons of the chordwise temperature Mstributions
shown in figure 10 indicqte that the distributions for the two blades
were similar in shape, but the strut of the strut-supported blade
operated at a much lower temperature level than the shell of the shell-
supported blade. For exsmple, at a value of coolant-to-gas weight-flow
ratio per blade of 0.03, the temperature of the primary supporting mem-
ber of the strut-supportedblade was at least 190° F cooler than the
tex@erature of the primary supporting meniberof the shell-supported
blade at correspcmding chord locations. The chordtise vsriation of the
uncooled blade temperature (fig. 10) is due to the variation in local
Mach nuniberalong the blade (reference 9).

.—
.-

.

-. —

——-—
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A comparison of the average relative temperature ratios l-~ of
the main supporting meniber.of these two blades at the ‘engineq“erating
conditions stated in the preceting paragraph.is shown in figure 11 for
various coolant-to-gasweight-flow ratios per blade. The comparison
indicates that the strut of the strut-supportedbide operated at a
lower.temperature level thsn the shell of the shell-supportedblade
over .theentire range of coolsmt-to-gaswei~t-flow ratios per blade,
and that, at a giv~ value of relative temperatu&e ratio, the strut-
supported blade cti be operated at a much lower coolant-to-gas weight-
flow ratio per blade than the shell-supportedblade.

Stress-ratio factors -(forrange of coolant flows) of strut-
Supported blade and shell-supportedblade with internal tubes. - In
order to determine the relative load-carrying capacity of the strut-
suppwted blade, a canpariscm was made M-the st~ess-ratio factors of
the internal-strut-supportedblade &d an &roved shell-supported” -
blade (blade 12, reference 9) over a rsmge of coolant-to-gas weight-
flow ratios per blade. The comparison was made at conditions of rated
engine speed (11,500 rpm), effective gas tem~rature of 1450Q F,
cooling-air temperature of 450° F, and with the assumption that the two
blades were made of a noncritical material, Timken 17-22A(S) alloy
steel. The stress-to-rupturecurve for 100-haur Mfe used in this com-
parison is shown in figure 12.

The results of the comparison shown in figure 13 indicate that the
stress-ratio factor or the load-carrying capacity of the s+wut~supported
blade is better thar-that of the improved shell-supportedblade below
ratios of coolsmt-to-gasweight-flow ratio per blade of approximately
0.09. The comparison also indicates that the stress-ratio factor of
the strut-supportedblade is relatively constant because the strut tem-
perature at sll coolant flows was low enough (below 900° F) that the
allowable.stress of.the blade was only slightly affected by temperatfie
changes (see fig. 12). However, the stress-ratio factor of the shell-
supported blade is affected considerablyby coolant flow because the
temperature of the shell is in the range (900° to l_lOOOF) where small
temperature changes have a large effect on allowable stresses. The
root stress an the shell-supportedblade is lower than the root stress
in the strut-supportedblade, but ogly at high ratios of coolant-to-gas
weight-flow ratios.per blade (more than 0.04) can the temperature of
the shell of the shell-supportedblade be reduced to the point where
the lower stress level of the shell-supportedblade gives a higher
stress-ratiofactor for this blade than for the strut-supportedblade.
At these higher coolant-to-gasweight-flow ratios per blade, the tem-
perature of the strut will still be lower thsn the temperature of the
shell of the shell-supportedblade. A comparison of the change in
stress-ratio factor with coolant-to-gasweight-flow ratio per blade in.
figure 13 shows that at a coolant-to-gaswei@t-flow ratio per blade of
0.04, the stress-ratio factors of the two blades are approximately equsl

-.. . . —
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but at a coolant-to-gas weight-flow ratio per
ratio factor for the strut-supportedblade is

.“

L(

blade of 0.03, the stress-
3.06.whereas that for the

.
shell-supportedblade is 2.51. This difference in stress-ratio factor
increases rapidly with a decrease in coolant-to-gas weight-flow ratio per
blade. The strut blade, because of this higher stress-ratio factor at
low coolant flows, possibly couhlbe operated at higher turbine-inlet
temperatures for a given coolant-’to-gasweight-flow ratio per blade or
at lower coolant-to-gas flow ratios per blade for @ven turbine-inlet

—-..

temperatures than the shell-supportedblade. Rough calculations in~-
+--

cate that the strut-supportedblade made o’fTtien 17-22A(S) couldbe
operated at sn effective gas temperature of ‘approximately2000° F at a
coolant-to-gasweight-flow ratio per blade of 0.035 with the cooling-
air temperature of 450° 1?.

cooling effectiveness (for r-e of pressure losses) of strut-
supported blati -andshell-supp”ortedblades.- A cmnparison of the cool-
ing effectiveness ~ of the strut-supportedblsde with that of a I-5-fin
blade (reference 2) and a reverse-flow blade (reference 4) over a range
of pressure losses at an engine speed of 10,000 rpm is shown in fig-

●
ure 14. The most significant feature of this figure is that for a given
pressure loss the strut-supportedblade temperatures are lower at any
given chordtise position than the temperature for either of the other

. two blades (high value of q represents a low blade temperature). The
cooknt flow rmge for all three blades was approximately the ssme;
therefore, for a given coolant-flaw rate the pressure loss for the strut .
blade is higher than that for the 15-fin blade,
the reverse-flow blade.

The magnitude of the chordwise temperature
blades is indicatedby the spread in the values
ing edge and the midchord regions of the blade.

but lower than that for

gradients for the three
of Q between the lead-
Even thou@ the,pres-

.-—-
,.—.

sure losses for the 15-fin blade were 10W, the temperature gradients
....

were very high. The fihn-cooled, reverse-flow blade was designed to
minhize the chordwise temperature gradients, but-this was accomplished
only at the cost of high coolQg-air pressure losses. In addition to
the high coo13mg effectiveness, the strut-supportedblade had low chord-
wise temperature gradients of approximately the same magnitude as the .,

reverse-flow blade, but,these low temperature gradients were obt~ined
at much lower pressure losses. The pressure losses for the strut-

...

supported blade possibly could be decreased by the proper design of
the cooling-air passages within the blab”. Abrief analysis of the
factors that might cause the losses in the strut-supportedblade to be

,

higher than those in the 15-fin blade was therefore made in order .to
obtain some insight for improving future blade designs.

.—
A comparison

. was made of the sr~s and flow paths through the strut blade and through
the 15-fin blad& along with a rough calculation of the contraction and
expansion losses that occur in the flow paths. This analysis indicated
that the flow
approximately

areas and the friction lasses
the same for three-fourths of

for the two blades are
:.+

the blade span from the
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blade root; but large losses occur in the base and at the 3/4-sp”u
section of the strut-supportedblade. The losses that occur in the
strut-supportedblade are: the expansion losses that occur in the bg8s
where the air passes through two slots ~d then expayls into the plenum
chsmiberat the platform of the blade (ffg. 3(b)), the ccmtraction
losses that occur when the air leaves the plenum chauiberand enters a
much smaller area that is bounded by the shell ad strut at the root}
snd the expansion losses that occur at the 3/4-span position frcm the
root where the flow area suddenly increases because of the termination
of the main body of the strut and the 0.020-inch thick ftis. Although
these pressure losses are causedby turbulence that increases the heat-
transfer rate to the cmling air, this turbulence occurs only in local
regions where its effect is neither useful ‘norwidespread. From the
brief analysis that was made, apparently the pressure losses through
the strut-supportedblade can be greatly reduced if future designs
eliminate or decrease the sudden changes.iq_flow areas @thin the blade,
especially the sudden change in flow mea at the plenum chaniberat the
platform of the blade base. Even with the present design, hwever, the
strut-supportedblade cooled more effectively for a given pressure loss
than any blade previously investigated.

0“

,;

$“
mc-u

—

i

Comparisonof Etirapolated E~ertiental and “.-

Calculated Average Strut Temperatures

A comparison of average strut temperat~es at the 3/8-span section
determined from extrapolated experimental data from the present report
and values analytically calculated in reference 10 is presented in .
figure 15”. The experimental data were extrapolated to the conditions
of the calculated data (Tg,e of 1530° F.~–d Ta,e,h of 200° F) by
use of the average values of 1-P from figure 1-1-.The calculated data
shown in fi@re 15 were taken from figure 7 of reference 10. From fig-
ure 15 apparently the experimental and “thecalculated data agree fairly
well over the rsnge covered by the ccmParis.~. Up to a coolant-to-gas

* weight-flm ratio ~er blade of 0.02, the mdimum difference between
the extrapolated measured and the cal.ctiatedtemperatures smmunts to -
about 60° F, which is less than 10 percent--ofthe strut temperature.
An inspection of figure 12 shows that this 60° F variation will have
very little effect on the allowable strength of Timken 17-22A(S) below
about 900° F, but-will have a decided effect on the strength for tem-
peratures above 900° F. Frm this cdmparis.onthe analytical method Of
reference 10 is concluded to be sufficiently accurate for predicting
the approximate temperature level in a strut-supportedblade for design
purposes as.lcmg as the strut @mperatures are below about 900° F.

.— .—

—

-.
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suMMmY OF REsuurs

● The following results were obtained in sn experimental.investiga-
tion in order to determine the cooling effectiveness and cooling-air
pressure losses of .sminternal-strut-supportedair-cooled turline-
rotor blade.

1. The relative temperature ratio (ratio of strut temperature to
effective gas temperature when both are corrected”by the cooling-air
temperature at the %lade root) gave an approximate cofiektion of the
strut-temperature data and permitted extrapolateion of the data to opera-
tJng conditions other than the experimental operating conditions.

2. The main support meniberof the strut-supportedblade was much
cooler than the shell of the shell-supportedblades under the ssme
operating cmditions. At rated engine speed with cooling air bled from
the compressor discharge and a coolant-to-gas wei@t-f low ratio per
blade of 0.03, the temperatures of the strut over the entire chord at
the 3/8-span position were about 190° F below the corresponding temper-
aturesof the shell of the most promising shell-supportedblade previously

L investigated.

3. The strut-supportedblade showed greater potential for higher
gas-temperature operation than the shell-supported blade, or at current
gas temperatures, the strut-supported blade operated at lower coolant-
to-gas weight-flow ratios per bkde than the shell-supportedblade.

4. Below a coolant-to-gas weight-flow ratio per blade of 0.04 at
rated engine operatdng conditions, the stress-ratio factor of the
strut-supported blade was higher than that of the shell-supported blade,
thus indicating a greater load-carrying capacity for the strut-supported
blade at lower cooling-air flows.

5. Cooling-air pressure losses through the strut-supported%lade
were witb3m the range of losses encountered in shell-supportedblades
previously investigated. Analysis of the coou-air passage con-

.-

figurations-inthe strut blade indicated that these losses could be
reduced by redesign of the passages at the blade base without decreasing
the cooling effectiveness.

6. Comparisons of the cooling effectiveness of the strut-supported
blade with those of two shell-supportedblades (a 15-fin blade sad a
reverse-flow blade) over a range of pressure losses at an engine syeed
of 10,000 rpm indicated that the average temperature level of the strut-
supported blade is lower and the chordwise temperature gradients were

~ less than those of the shell-supportedblades.
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7. Comparison of extrapolated values of
average strut temperatures with analytically
that the two values agreed within 10 percent

NACA RME52C21.-

expertientally measured
calculated values shgwed
at low cooling-air flows

and the analytical method of predicting strut tmperalmres is therefore
suitable for desi~ application.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory .—.

National Advisory Cammittee for Aeronautics
Clevelsnd, Ohio .—
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ME?I’HCSD“W ANALYZING SHEAR FCEKES IN SPOT WEIDS

ATTACBING SHFLG TO STRUT

In the calculation of the shear forces in a spot weld between the
shell snd strut of the internal-strut-supportedblade, a 0.27-inch
radial spacimg between adjscent rows of welds was assumed. This
resulted b-14 chordwise rows of spot welds (fig. 2(b)). The cslcula-
tions of the two loads, centrifugal and thermal, on the spot welds were
made separately and then superimposeed. There would be sane differential
elongation between the strut and shell due to centrifugal load alone,
but this load was omitted frm.the calculation of the spot-weld forces
because its magnitude would be slight compared with the thermal expsn-
sion.

The calculation of the thermal loads on the spot welds was based
on the fo~owing assumptions:

A
(1) The elongation of the shell is eq~l to that of the strut at

each row of spot welds.

(2) The spot welds supply whatever force is necessary to make up
the difference that would occur in elongation between the strut and the
shell.due to thermal gradient alone if the two were not attached.

(3) The strut temperature at each staticm is the average strut tern- -.
perature at that station. The values used for both average strut tem-
perature and shell temperature were those calculated in reference 10.

,,

An ecymationfor the elongation at any station n (fig. 2(b)) on
the shell due tc thermal-~ ansim spot-weld-forces is:

bsh,n = bsh,n-l + ‘as#sh -

t

(Fn + Tn+l + . . . + F14)7 “ ~B1)

%hEsh

A similar equation can be written for the elongation of the strut at
station n:

(Fn + Fn+l + ● ● . + F14)7
ast,n = ‘st,n-l + ‘as#st +

%t%t
(B2)

---, % -.

—
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Because the elongation of
elongation of the strut at any
equal to equation (B2).

5sh~n-1 + ‘asl#-sh -

bst,n-l + ‘as#st +

‘t %h,n-1 equals bst,n-1)

nated to give

(Fh + Fn+l + . ● . + ~14)

If Xn is set equal to the
each case, 14 equations are
ullkllOW?lXn. After solviqg

obtained from the equation

the shell is

NACARME52C21

.
assumed to be equal to the

~
-.

station n, equation (Bl) c~- be set -“”

(Fn + Fn+l + o ● . + F14)Z

‘shEsh
=

(Fn +Fn+l +. ● . + F14)?. -

%#st
(B3)

therefore these quantities maybe elimi-

AShE8hAStESt(aShATh - a#TSt)
=

AEsh Sh + %tEst
(B4)

“A”
o

%

—

.-

-.
—.

.
summation (Fn+Fn+l + ... . + F~4) in
obtained, each of which contains cme .“
for this unknown in each case, Fn may be .

Fn = % - %-1”

.-

—

.
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APPENDIX B

SYMBOLS

The following syuibolsare used in this report:

cross-sectional area at plane midway between statims n and
n-l, SCI.in:

elastic modulus of material at plane midway between stations n
and n-1, lb/sq in.

force exertedby row of spot welds ti the radial direction, lb .-

radial
n-l,

engine

static

distance between rows of spot welds at stations n and
in.

speed, rpm

pressure, in. Hg absolute

total pressure, in. Hg absolute

radius from center of rotor, ft

static t~erature, %
.

total temperature, %

temperature increment above 70° F at plane midway between stations
n and n-1, OF

weight-flow rate, lb/see

suxmation of forces F from nth row to tip of blade, lb

pressure-loss parsmeter, rotor

pressure-loss parsmeter, blade

average coefficient of thermal
perature at plane midway between stations n and n-l,
in./(in.)(%?)

hub to blade tip, in. Hg
.

root to blade tip, in. Hg

expsnsion between 70° F and tem-

change in radial position of any plane when temperature of blade
changes from 70° F to assumed operating temperature, in.

.
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t

v ‘ efficiency of cooling-air compression in turbine rotor

P density> SIUg/CU ft
~.—

T temperature-differenceratio, (Tg,e - TB)/(Tg,e - Ta,e,h)

U) SWK1.ar velocity of rotor, ra&Lans/sec

Subscripts:

combustion air“A

a

B

c.

e

g

H

h

i

m

n

n-l

r

s

sh

St

!r:’

o

..

blade-cooMng air —.
.

cooled-blade primary support member
I

cmpressor ‘.

-
.:

. .. .----—.—

effective temperature
. ..— -1””

con.ibustiongas

huh of rotor

root of Wade / .-
.=
.-

inlet
-“” ”...-:

mixture of combustion gas and.of scavenge, bearing-cooling, and
blade-cooling air in tail pipe

nth station (fig. 2(b))

. ., ..,.

(n-l)st “station(fig. 2(b)) .-

rotating conditions ..= ----

static conditions —.

blade she~ .. -..—
.

-.
blade strut ..

blade tip

NACA standard sea-level conditions
a-

-. ,>----

.

.
.. ...

—
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TABm I - SWMARY OF ENG~ OEEEA!TIKGCORDITICIW!41T2HJXG-IEIWl!HBIAEE

=E=
Averagecand.itlom

.’.

,“

:

:.

.“

:Ooling-air
reightflm
)erblade

(lb~ec)

Relativetemperatureratio
l-v

~~ la location

3eries

A

-e

(A)

4006
40W
3998
44X6
40@
4002
3996
km
4o1o

Avere6e
effective
gaa tem-
perature
‘g,e
(w)

1.13s

at magprea
!cOt.el
p-easure

%,c,i
:in. Hg Ecbs

29.64

3 4 5 6

1.179
.207
.220
.236
.262
.2%
.31’9
.327
.%3

87.9 0.050
.040
.&6
.031
.025
.020
.015
.au
.010

O.lm
.KLo
.089
.065
.089
.cm
.041
.033
.028

X198
.231
.247
.274
.281
.268
.352
.324)
.413

2.285
.315
.325
.S51
.374
.400
.436
.465
.494

3.323
.367
.371
.397
.419
.454
.492
.522
.556

3.289
.307
.326
.348
.378
.381
.408
.433

3.2s4
.XJ6
.325
.341
.3s5
.3S!5
.400
.417
.433

0.135
.158
.171
.I.90
.215
.242
.277
.301
.3XI

B 6m6
2036
601-2
6014
6008
!5896
6m6
5996
5996

1.066 80.9 0.051
.041
.056
.031
.026
.020.
.OI.3
..013
.010

0.097
.076
.066
.059
.049
.039
.029
.025
.019

).224
.257
.272
.296
.320
.365
.396
.426
.4s5

D.HL
.205
.218
.237
.257
.286
.324
.359
.396-
0.177
.168
-200
.218
.238
.24s
.263
.282

0.176
.1s8
.205
.2X5
.223
.243
.260
.271
.287

).218
.246
.257
.279
.297
.=
.355
.382
.4ca

.

c

D

6C6U
SC&)
7996
7980
8052
6022
8020
2022

9028
8960
%264
8ols
8994
9W0
9006
8018
9008

1.041

1o65

29.29

29.29

e4.9
.

66.8

0.079
.072
.063
.051
.040
.036
.on
.025

0.094
.079
.071
.054
.=
.040
.036
.030
.025

0.103
.084
.083
.067
.052
.047
.041
.033

0.1C6
.088
.080
.072
.058
.045
.041
.034
.028 ‘

).199
.210
.223
.243
.279
.290
.310
.333

).191
.2KL
.227
.245
.257
.264
.302
.320
.340

).202
.21.2
.233
.2s3
.279
.292
.X)2
.SL8

).204
.226
.238
.255
.265
.284
.300
.313
.329

E Lmls
Loa24
LO026
MX126
Loom
LO050
10050
LO052
Lm46
Loo40
Low3

1082 89.8 0.I.07
.098
.095
.Oea
.071
.063
.051
.041
.033
.030
.025

0.M4
.096
.091
.077
.068
.061
.049
.039
.034
.029
.024

ii ms
.194
.199
.216
.230
.246
.264
.295
.mu
.3J.S
:349

2.272
.276
.292
.321
.345
.369
.282
.421
.437
.483
.485

0.160
.184
.169
.205
.2CH
.224
.234
.253
.25s
.271
.293

1.207
.214
.218
.240
.250
.267
.281
.289
.310
.319
.327
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TABLE II - SWMARY OF ENGIKEOPETWKUW CONDITJDNSWITH ~ BIAD2

T “’7—
------Series En@ne

s~ed

(,&)

3932
3930
3937
3937

5+05
5s90
5863
*W

Average.–
effecti-fe
gas tenl-
perature
Tg,e
(w)

1078 “

..

F

964

X132

1.296

.

wp”~:’5’oM
Coouiig -air”Coolant-to-%latlw t~ratue”ratio

atcm eaaorlnlk~weightflowgasuei@t-

[In.Hgah;)‘~, c I

.

29.46 72.0

n.o

0.072 .0.197
.041 .U3
.021 .056
.010 .028

0.270
.3s
.465
.533

-
0.2S6
.352
.465
.524

0.148
.213
.320
.396

0.L67
.23&
.347
.400

.—
b ..:

23.47

,, m G
.263
.346
.366

0.166
.240
,320
.376’

-..
E

1

7035
7645.
7s40
7s45

29.47
I

70.0
I

0.072” . 0,094 0.343
.050 .066 .379

0.217 ! 0.262”
.247 I .281 !

.041 .054 “’ .396

.03L : .040 .436

29.48 60.0 0.090 : 0.027 0.527 -%--ka ..:

9735
9740
,9730
9730

1.I.520
l149R
11505
IM08
‘hso3
ULsol
11505
Is501
11505
11505

.071 ; .069 .376

.050 .0s0 .431

.tm : ,0s0 .5L2

29.52 59,0 O.lqfi 0.13s 0.277
.160 ‘ .121 .264
,123 .093 .342
,065 - .064 .401
.0s4 .U8 .453
.046 : .034 .495
.036 .027 .523
.024 .Ols .575
.016 ‘“ .03.2 .620

9 .OM .011 .645 3.
.262 .262
.304 .318
.368 .363

0.192 0.199
.192 .210
.225 .26L
.263 ,264
.304 .31Z
.340. .329
.s73 .347
.459 .367
.573 .401
.696 .423

—-

J

,—,
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.

L A. v
(a)Chordwisecross-sectionalview at root section.

--

Figure 2. - Diagram of air flow passages and spot-weld locations on
..

internal-strut-supported blade. (All dimensions in inches.)

.

.
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1
A stati~ ~ .1

NAC!ARM E52C21

Station 14

-F ins

I ‘---- ll’lif/#iIl Station2

I Station 1

Y

-cooling-airslots

Blade-base
plenum chaniber

Cooling air flow
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(b) Span’uisecross-sectlond view at section A-A.
-“
~--,.-L—

Figure 2. - Concluded. Diagmn of @r flow pass~es and spot-weld locatiopE on ~te~-, .. ~
strut-supported blade.
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Section A-A
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X Thermocouple

, Section C-C
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2.56
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—
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\“

cooling-air

thermocouple

(a) mM&alM&o:, (b) Pressure aurfaoe, (c) Suction surface,
in&zTlal.-strut- uncooled solid

auppori%l blade. aupportcil blade. blade .

Figure 4. - Wmnatic diagrams of thermocouple locations ‘on fill-length internal-strut -supported

b~ md mcooled solid blade. (AU dimensions in inches. ) w
m
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o weight-flow ratio //
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edge edge
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Figure 6. - ChordWise temperature distribution at 3/8-span
position on strut of internal~trut-supp.ortedb~de for
various coolant-to-gas weight-flow ratios per blade at
engine speed of 10s000 rpm.
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Blade

Thermocouple - Full-length

4~ ~ .—-— Shortened

4~ . —
.

.4— J 4
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6
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.2 I I
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Fx@ne combustion-gas weight flow, w=, lb/see ‘

Figure 8. - Verfatlon of relative temperature ratio 1 - Q for struts of fti-length
end shortened Internal-strut-supported blades with engtie combustion-gas weight
flow for coolant-to-gas weight-flow ratio per blade of 0.05.
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— Internal-strut-su~ported blade
———— Enproved shell-supported blade.

(blade 12”reference 9)
—-— Uncooled blade
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edge percent. edge edge ‘;: percent edge

(a) Coolant-to-gas weight-flow (b) C!oolsnt-to-gs,sweight-flow ,.-
ratio, w~wg, 0.05; ratio, wa/wg, 0.03.

Figure10. - Comparisonof average chordwlee temperature distributions of
priqsry supporting member of strut-supported snd shell-s-irpportedblade .= _ ::
at Combustion-gas flow of 71.4 pounds per,.gecond and engine speed of
approximately 11,500 rpm. Cooling-air temperature at blade root,

.—

T 450° F.
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Figure JJ. - COlqariEOn of average rektive temperature ratios 1 -4 for primary supporting
member of improved e$ell.supported blade and iIIteti-@Ut-6KppOrtid bla& at 3/13-span
position for variom coolant-ta-gu weight-flow ratios per blade at engine speed of
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4

Internal-strut-
g supported blade

%3 ~

$!

2
#
rd
y

: Improved shell-supported blade
~2
A (blade 12, reference 9)

$

1.
.02 .03 .04’ .05 .06

Coolant-to-gas weight-flow
ratio per blade, w~wg

Figure 13. - Comparison of stress-ratio factors of
strut-supported blade and shell-supported blade
at.rated engine speed(ll,500 rpm), effective gas
temperature of 14500 F, and cooling-air teiuper-
ature of 450° F.
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Calculated Extrapolated
(reference 10) measured
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Effective coolant temperature Ta e ~, 200° F
99 I
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Coolant-to-gas weight-flow ratio per blade, w$~g .,

Figure 15. - conrp~ison of ~average calc~ated ~d measured .-

st’rut temperatures for various coolant-to-gas weight-flow
.—

ratios per blade.
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